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The first time I saw that red bird,
you told me
it was a sign of good luck.
“I’m not superstitious,”
I mumbled.
You shrugged
and kissed me.
I thought maybe
I could be superstitious
for a day.

I didn’t notice the bird after that day.
Maybe he found another someone
to bring upon best wishes.
For I already received my fair share.
or maybe
I only ever noticed you.
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When I inquired to you about the loss of
		
our feathered friend,
you shrugged
that famous shrug you do
and replied,
“Maybe others are in need of him too.”
I didn’t have time to mention
the shining glint of ruby
fluttering behind your silhouette.
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Every day that followed after you left,
I noticed that stupidstupidstupid
				
cardinal,
mocking me through the glass.
I drew the willows drooping gloomily
		
outside my window
which only wept for me
and I painted; losing track of the
			
hours ticking by
as long as the color blended enough
				
to hide
your face.
Best of luck
and many regards
to me

I saw you a little while after.
Greys and whites turned to burning,
			
sun-kissed nights.
At the park we used to wander,
my eyes avert straight towards you;
back against the great willow tree,
the corner of my eye glances out.
A sketch of the red bird who visits me,
		
on paper, on your lap.
You caught my eye
and shrugged.
I shrugged back
to see how it would feel upon my
shoulders, your trademark.
It was a peaceful kind of ending,
			
those shrugs.
I was accepting of the closure,
and continued along the path
		
leading towards
the cardinal
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